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Abstract
In Dahomey (Benin) during the period of autonomy and the first years of independence,
the reference to a colonial past was an important instrument and point of debate.
Members of a new group of politicians used it to accuse trade union leaders to make
unrealistic claims; local peasants mobilized it as their point of reference against infrastruc-
ture projects; officials discussed it to make sense of tax refusals, while locals invoked older
forms of tax resistance they had practiced under colonial rule. This article follows the dif-
ferent relationships with the colonial past, through the regions of Abomey and Porto-
Novo, and shows how these experiences were viewed by local residents and by nationalist
leaders, such as Justin Ahomadegbé. It also serves as an example and an injunction to
make use of the administrative postcolonial archive.
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INTRODUCTION

In August , a group of youth militia leaders in the southeastern city of Kétou in Benin
made a striking claim; they branded the politicians and administrators in the town, includ-
ing those installed after Mathieu Kérékou’s ‘revolution’, the coup d’état of , as ‘neo-
colonialist’. In doing so, they placed the officials responsible for local administration in an
alleged continuity of scheming politicians from the s and as successors of the colonial
regime. And that was only a relatively late (if extreme) example of such accusations.
Throughout the s, activists from the north of Dahomey, the future Benin, also
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 Archives Nationales du Bénin, Porto-Novo, Benin (ANB), PR, , Benoît Iké, Apollinaire Kokou, Jean
Etchou, Félix Adjaï, Lazarre Bancolé, Joachin Edoun, Calixte Adégbola, Séraphin Okanlawon, all for
‘Jeunesse révolutionnaire de Kétou’, to Mathieu Kérékou, President of the Popular Republic of Benin, 
August , .

 The principal reflection — a structural interpretation of the transition around  rather than a source-based
historical approach — on the s in Benin/Dahomey is R. Banégas, La démocratie à pas de caméléon:
transitions et imaginaires politiques au Bénin (Paris, ), –.
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regularly referred to the political elites in the south as ‘neocolonialist’, especially after the
overthrow of the ‘northern’ president Hubert Maga in  (they directed this accusation
against southern elites both from Porto-Novo and Cotonou, and from the Abomey region
in the southern interior).

The question of continuities from colonial into postcolonial forms of political rule and
social organisation in African countries is, at first glance, something of an ‘old trope’.
‘Neocolonialism’ has been the target of the most variable forms of polemics, and has
been appropriated by part of the (older) research literature. Frederick Cooper questioned
the helpfulness of the term, but historians have struggled to come up with a more adequate
one. Collusion and entanglements between new African elites and French officials can
indeed be analyzed, at least on a case-by-case basis, and it is possible to discuss the objects
of such analysis under the category of neocolonialism. However, beyond the discussion
about neocolonial entanglements, an even more important issue is the broader question
of colonial heritage: influential studies, such as those of Mahmood Mamdani, have insisted
on the essential importance of this continuity. A significant problem concerns the source
base and the depth of interpretation with regard to the continuity hypothesis: the argument
has thus far mainly been theoretical.

I would like to analyse debates about and perceptions of ‘neocolonialism’ in southern
and south central Dahomey from the moment of territorial autonomy in  as a member
state of the French Community, with much of the late colonial administrative apparatus
still in place, to the first sustained military takeover in . I will argue that discussions
of continuities and neocolonialism appear at various levels, and that it is important to fol-
low them and to analyze local reactions. As can be seen from the examples I highlight, it

 ANB, PR, , Renseignements a/s du Congrès des Elèves et Etudiants du Borgou et de l’Atacora tenu à
Parakou les  et  Août . (n° ),  August , . Dahomean informers presented the same
narrative to the French embassy regarding the Parti Dahoméen de l’Unité (PDU), the unity party ruling
from  to Maga’s downfall in , see Archives Diplomatiques du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères,
La Courneuve, France (MAE), Direction des Affaires Africaines et Malgaches (DAM), Dahomey, ,
French Foreign Ministry, Directorate of African and Malagasy Affairs, République du Dahomey,  July
, .

 For first warnings against neocolonialist continuities see the influential R. Dumont, L’Afrique noire est mal
partie (Paris, ); those were reiterated by the following generation of scholars, such as G. Martin,
‘L’Afrique face à l’idéologie de l’Eurafrique: Néocolonialisme ou Panafricanisme?’ Africa Development/
Afrique et Développement, : (), –.

 F. Cooper, ‘Possibility and constraint: African independence in historical perspective’, The Journal of African
History, : (), –, –.

 A. Keese, ‘First lessons in neo-colonialism: the personalisation of relations between African politicians and
French officials in sub-Saharan Africa, –’, Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, :
(), –, .

 The classic argument is given by M. Mamdani, Citizen and Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of
Late Colonialism (Princeton, ), and partly refuted by L. Schneider, ‘Colonial legacies and postcolonial
authoritarianism in Tanzania: connects and disconnects’, African Studies Review, : (), –.

 An important overview (but which is not based on empirical work) is A. Burton and M. Jennings,
‘Introduction: the emperor’s new clothes? Continuities in governance in late colonial and early postcolonial
East Africa’, International Journal of African Historical Studies, : (), –; see also I. Maekawa,
‘Neo-colonialism reconsidered: a case study of East Africa in the s and s’, Journal of Imperial
and Commonwealth History, : (), –.
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was possible for new political figures of the period to be involved at all levels of the discus-
sion. Indeed, in this transition phase they could appear as top politicians, regional patrons,
and members of development-related committees at the local level at the same time. The
case of Justin Ahomadegbé, one of Dahomey’s principal politicians of the period between
the mid-s and , shows the same person responding to concerns of problematic
continuities from the colonial period in different contexts, and not always with the same
arguments.

Fig. 1. Dahomey (Benin). This map profited from a map design that is courtesy of the Perry Castañeda
Library of the University of Texas.
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Despite the striking example of Ahomadegbé, it is not my intention here to make a con-
tribution to Dahomean or West African elite biographies. Certainly, Ahomadegbé is a
remarkable figure whose life invites a biographical approach: he was a member of preco-
lonial Dahomey’s royal family in Abomey, albeit building his reputation on a reinvented
past; he made a name for himself as a former graduate of France’s prestigious administra-
tive school for an African elite, William Ponty in Senegal, and practiced as a trained dentist
in Porto-Novo. He became a politician from the period of political emancipation in 

onwards, was a councillor in the territorial assemblies, and a founding father and leader of
the Union Démocratique Dahoméenne (UDD) associated with the trade union movement
from . After a phase of vigorous activity in opposition, Ahomadegbé was imprisoned
in /, but was later freed and rehabilitated; he was installed as president of the coun-
cil of ministers in  after the first military coup of Christophe Soglo. Ousted from
power and exiled in , in a context of military and public anger against political block-
ade within the democratic government, he returned once more and became part of the tri-
umvirate of three national leaders governing between  and , but was eventually
put under house arrest for nine years after Mathieu Kérékou’s coup d’état in .

Ahomadegbé is interesting in terms of interactions with rural populations in the
Abomey region, his particular political stronghold, as he cultivated (including with
French observers) his image of being ‘a solid and good-spirited man of the land, a nation-
alist in the tradition of the Kingdom of Abomey, who is distrustful of foreign theories and
utopias; he is little interested in the state of the soul of President Houphouët, the Negritude
of Mr. Senghor or the Marxism of Mr. Sékou Touré; he speaks of ‘Cassava balls’, of bush
routes, of village chiefs, and not of African socialism or internal conferences’.

However, in this article, Justin Ahomadegbé’s voice on continuities and neocolonialism
is only one, albeit top-level, opinion. Rather than focusing on his views, I show that senti-
ments on ‘neocolonialism’ existed at the grassroots and in high politics at the same time.

They played a role in the responses of independent Dahomey’s political leadership to trade
union demands, in the organisation and perception of development projects at the regional
level, and the reaction to tax exercises at the local level.

 Those accounts are still insufficiently analytic and source-based. For a more complete but monumental
approach, see the recent A. Lewin, Ahmed Sékou Touré (–), Président de la Guinée de  à
 (Vol. . –) (Paris, ). For a successful attempt to combine biography and study on
global historical entanglements, see G. Mann, ‘Anti-colonialism and social science: Georges Balandier,
Madeira Keita, and ‘the colonial situation’ in French Africa’, Comparative Studies in Society and History,
: (), –, for the Guinean-Malian leader Madeira Keïta.

 Part of Ahomadegbé’s trajectory appears in E. Fink, ‘Institutional terra non firma: representative democracy
and the chieftaincy in French West Africa’, in E. Naylor (ed.), France’s Modernising Mission: Citizenship,
Welfare and the End of Empire (London, ), –, –.

 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Guy Georgy, French Ambassador in Dahomey, to French Foreign Ministry,
Directorate of African and Malagasy Affairs (n° /DAM/A/MAE/S),  April , . Unless otherwise
stated, all translations are my own.

 The term ‘grassroots neocolonialism’ refers here to perceptions of ‘neocolonial behaviour’ at the local and
regional level, and the reactions of local populations to this. It is inspired by Elizabeth Schmidt’s masterful
discussions of grassroots mobilization in the nationalist movement in Guinea-Conakry, see E. Schmidt,
Cold War and Decolonization in Guinea, – (Athens, OH, ), –.
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In the first example, the perspective I choose is indeed that of ‘high politics’, meaning
here the discussion between trade union leaders and the president of the council of minis-
ters. By , Dahomean trade unions were fragmented but less neutralized than in other
West African states. Some union leaders managed to come to a consensus in order to
challenge decisions specifically made under Ahomadegbé’s mandate in . The debate
is recorded in the detailed secret minutes of the meeting.
A second sphere in which individuals experiencing new policies evaluated them as ‘grass-

roots neocolonialism’ was that of advocating, discussing, and resisting agricultural ‘mod-
ernisation’. In southern Dahomey by , such ‘modernisation’ meant not only the
improvement of the palm fruit and palm oil sector, but also experiments with intensive
rice cultures, tropical fruits, and coffee. In the region of Porto-Novo, this led to complex
debates about water distribution and use. In the Abomey region, local political commit-
tees visited villages, made recommendations, and observed the local reactions. One
important question was the need for coercion. Already in , under Vichy rule, the colo-
nial administration in southern Dahomey had in an influential report made the point that
‘our means of persuasion is the appeal to interest; and the lure of gain is not attractive
except when need makes it essential; coercion and fear are no longer à la mode’.

Consequently, we must consider whether locals interpreted the new methods from 

onwards to be compulsory. Furthermore, my discussion also connects to issues of ‘modern-
isation’ that most historians assume to be coterminous with the end of the late colonial
state. For Ghana and Nigeria, and more recently also for Côte d’Ivoire, the state of his-
torical research on ‘development’ after independence has garnered increasing scholarly
interest, but for Dahomey/Benin it is still in its infancy. Much more work is also to be
done on the French nationals who worked in Benin as part of the Coopération accords,
known as coopérants.

 G. Fonteneau, Histoire du syndicalisme en Afrique (Paris, ), –; F. Blum, Révolutions africaines:
Congo, Sénégal, Madagascar années – (Rennes, ), –.

 ANB, R/, Jean-Claude Masson, Administrator of Subdivision of Bopa, District of Mono, Rapport sur la
Situation Alimentaire de la Subdivision (n° ),  August , .

 ANB, E./, A. Colombani, Administrator of District (cercle) of Porto-Novo, to Minister of Agriculture
& Rural Action of the Autonomous State of Dahomey, a.s. Cooperatives de Village (n° ),  November
.

 Archives de la Préfecture du Zou, Abomey, Benin (henceforth APA-BEN), Dossier « Impôts  », Paul
Dagniho, Rapporteur, and Fébron Bah, President of the Commission, Rapport de la Commission itinérante
de propagandes civiques dans la Sous-Préfecture d’Abomey,  November , .

 ANB, D, not signed, Sur un Rapport Economique [], .
 J. M. Hodge, The Triumph of the Expert: Agrarian Doctrines of Development and the Legacies of British

Colonialism (Athens, OH, ), –, and W. Beinart, K. Brown, and D. Gilfoyle, ‘Experts and
Expertise in Colonial Africa Reconsidered: Science and the Interpenetration of Knowledge’, African Affairs,
: (), –, .

 T. Falola and S. Aderinto, Nigeria, Nationalism, and Writing History (Rochester, ), –; A. Bamba,
Transnational Politics and the Paradox of Modernization in Ivory Coast (Athens, OH, ). On the
politics of palm products and their agriculture in late colonial and postcolonial Dahomey, see P.-Y. Le
Meur, ‘Etat, paysanneries, et pouvoirs locaux au Sud-Bénin: le palmier vu d’en bas’, Politique Africaine, 
(), –.

 R. Kantrowitz, ‘Triangulating between Church, state, and postcolony: coopérants in independent West
Africa’, Cahiers d’Etudes Africaines, :– (), –; P. Hugon, ‘Portraits comparés du
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The third level of potential analysis concerns local practices of and experiences with tax-
ation. We know from some Beninese contexts that local populations had a long memory
when it came to what they regarded as abusive taxation; therefore, it is essential to under-
stand the view of the new, local officials on fiscal practices, but also, and especially, the
perceptions and reactions of villagers. Once again, the study of taxation — for
Dahomey/Benin and much of West Africa — has remained focused on colonial experi-
ences. For Benin, taxation as problem rarely surfaces in scholarly works, except in inter-
pretations of the end of the Kérékou regime (/). As an issue of practices of and
debates on ‘grassroots neocolonialism’, local views of taxation after  demonstrate
the current gaps in research on the social history of taxation.
There are certain elements to Dahomey’s trajectory from the late colonial period

onwards that make it an especially interesting example. Under French colonialism, the
principal European impression of urban Dahomey, especially of Cotonou, was that of a
centre of intellectual activity (‘a Latin Quarter’ of Africa), but descriptions of its political
and social experiences under late colonialism give a picture of stronger divisions than else-
where. Although Cotonou was an important port in the late s, Dahomey’s economy
was based on palm products in the south and cotton in the north. In political terms, both
colonial administrators and scholars of the early decades after independence upheld the
image of an extraordinarily fragmented country, with three separate party movements
for the poorer, more ‘tribal’ and chronically underrepresented north, the more ‘traditional’
Abomey region linked to the precolonial Dahomey Kingdom, and the urban regions of
Porto-Novo and Cotonou. Political movements were also held to be ethno-regionalist.

But while this perspective has some value for explaining a specific type of political conflict
in Dahomey/Benin between  and , it is very schematic. One could even challenge
the alleged regionalist nature of some of Dahomey’s movements: in particular, the UDD of
Ahomadegbé, under the late colonial state, was in no way an ethno-regionalist movement.
The goals of this party were, as is so often the case, a mixture of regional patronage politics
and a representation of particular urban adherents. They were, structurally, not so far

coopérant et de l’administrateur de la France d’outre-mer au tournant des indépendances’,Outre-Mers, –
(), –.

 T. Grätz, ‘La rébellion de Kaba (–) dans l’imaginaire politique au Bénin’, Cahiers d’Etudes
Africaines, : (), –.

 See the essential synthesis by B. Lecocq, ‘From colonialism to Keïta: comparing pre- and post-independence
regimes (–)’, Mande Studies  (), –, for Mali, and, for Nigeria and as an issue of local
(‘traditional’) rule in J. I. Guyer, ‘Representation without taxation: an essay on democracy in rural Nigeria,
–’, African Studies Review, : (), –.

 P.-Y. Le Meur, ‘Grandeurs villageoises: la politique des ressources et des appartenances au centre du Bénin’,
Cahiers d’Etudes Africaines, : (), –, –.

 R. S. Morgenthau, Political Parties in French-Speaking West Africa (Oxford, ), –.
 Banégas, Démocratie, –.
 M. Staniland, ‘The three-party system in Dahomey: II, –’, The Journal of African History, :

(), –, ; P. Manning, Slavery, Colonialism and Economic Growth in Dahomey, –
(Cambridge et al., ), ; D. Ronen, Dahomey: Between Tradition and Modernity (London, ),
–, –.
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removed from the better-known and more violent and effective strategies in Guinean
nationalism discussed by Elizabeth Schmidt.

After independence in , Dahomey experienced an early spate of military takeovers.
Political instability seems to have triggered them; however, we can also read this ‘political
instability’ as the resilience of (regionally-oriented) democratic structures. In any case, in
, the military under Christophe Soglo intervened after a period of riots, ousting ‘nor-
thern’ prime minister, Hubert Maga. The military leadership first installed a new civilian
government under Ahomadegbé and, as president of the republic, his rival representing, in
the ethno-regionalist view, the southern and more urban constituencies, Sourou-Migan
Apithy. From , Soglo removed the civilian leaders, but this only created a chain of
rapid changes between phases of military and civilian rule until, in , the Kérékou take-
over marked the beginning of nineteen years of a sustained authoritarian regime.
The processes analysed here emerged against the background of such political change.

They led to a number of comments and contestations, of protests and negotiations, at a
moment when multi-party democracy was not yet dead, discordant voices were still
accepted in trade union activity, and when agricultural reform policy and taxation were
enlarged or reoriented after the experience of the late colonial state. In this article, I
focus on two adjacent regions: the area around Porto Novo (which became the Ouémé
province) and the administrative area of Abomey (which became the province — called
département until  — of Zou). Some additional evidence comes from other parts of
southern Dahomey, especially from the region of Ouidah (which became the province of
the Atlantique). This geographic framework offers a coherent regional set of sources for
all three levels, given the importance of trade unionism, the role of oil palm agriculture,
and an early focus of direct taxation in that area.

ACCESSING AND VALORIZING THE POSTCOLONIAL ADMINISTRATIVE
ARCHIVE

The perspective taken in this article relies on the administrative archive (mostly formerly
unknown archival holdings)— but it is used to write a social history at various levels, look-
ing in particular at local experiences from the south of Benin. At first glance, for the unin-
formed observer, this might seem an unremarkable (or perhaps conservative) choice: after
all, some recent studies have shown the potential of alternative written sources — such as
NGO-produced material, local company archives or those belonging to religious institu-
tions. Interviews also offer important insights, especially as a commentary on a

 E. Schmidt, ‘Anticolonial Nationalism in French West Africa: What Made Guinea Unique?’, African Studies
Review, : (), –, .

 This interpretation would seem to differ from the narrative on the lack of democratic possibilities in African
states directly after independence, see M. Owusu, ‘Domesticating Democracy: Culture, Civil Society, and
Constitutionalism in Africa’, Comparative Studies in Society and History, : (), –.

 E. Terray, ‘Les révolutions congolaise et dahoméenne de : essai d’interprétation’, Revue Française de
Science Politique, : (), –, –; S. Decalo, ‘Regionalism, Politics, and the Military in
Dahomey’, Journal of Developing Areas, : (), –.

 For a company archives experience in Gabon, which is in some ways similar to that in the two difficult, but
accessible, regional archives that I mention here (although I would certainly rather insist on the opportunity to
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reinterpreted past. In some cases, as Jean Allman has pointed out for the period of
Nkrumah’s rule in Ghana, the postcolonial documentation to be found in one country is
largely insufficient to discuss a particular problem, and historians need to piece together
from a number of archives. Of course, such alternative sources and approaches are highly
important. However, during this search for alternative access, historians wishing to work
on post-independence social history disregard one (perhaps too obvious) type of source:
postcolonial series of West African national archives and those of regional archives
(which are therefore by no means conservative sources). Benin is no exception to this rule.
In part, this situation seems to be due to a deeply entrenched view about the unavailabil-

ity of such material, which can lead to odd ideas and incongruous research situations.
There appears to be a consensus that many of the potential archival sources cannot be
accessed, that they may be stacked away or practically lost — in ministries, regional and
local administrations, and so forth (or perhaps have even been destroyed, which is a stand-
ard argument). Such problems of access are obviously relevant. However, the fact that
access to some of the archival data is difficult seems to blind researchers to the reality
that the rest of these archival sources are indeed available, but are rarely or even never con-
sulted, which makes of the whole issue a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. It is more than
likely that the state of the many regional archives living through dramatic material decline
would be more satisfactory if researchers showed an interest in their contents. As a more
practical observation, prestigious programmes for safeguarding archives, such as the
British Library’s Endangered Archives Programme, have on occasion attempted to deal
with African regional archives, but not for postcolonial holdings.

Even in national archives, whole post-independence series remain virtually unknown and
not utilized. Historians make surprising claims about the impossibility of writing post-
independence histories on the basis of archives: a recent special issue in the influential jour-
nal History in Africa illustrates this point. In at least some cases, the realities are quite
different: rich archives do exist and are accessible, but working with them is challenging,
due to a lack of inventories, the material conditions of the services that hold them, and pos-
sible difficulties of linking the information with useful field interviews and with existing
interview material from the period itself. However, engagement with the archival material
is overdue. And, in a number of cases, only this engagement will provide the opportunity

interpret such archives), see G. Hecht, Being Nuclear: Africans and the Global Uranium Trade (Cambridge/
MS – London, ), –. For the potential of interpreting NGO archives, see G. Mann, From Empires to
NGOs in the West African Sahel: The Road to Nongovernmentality (New York, ), –.

 M. Filippello, The Nature of the Path: Reading a West African Road (Minneapolis, ), –.
 J. Allman, ‘Phantoms of the archive: Kwame Nkrumah, a Nazi pilot named Hanna, and the contingencies of

postcolonial history writing’, American Historical Review, : (), –, –.
 The most noteworthy exception is Derek Peterson’s initiative, with local partners and students, to preserve and

reorganize Ugandan archives, see https://derekrpeterson.com/archive-work. To the best of my knowledge,
there is no comparable activity (nor any call for it) with regard to West Africa.

 The exception was the Keese/Owabira project in the Republic of Congo, ; see the project survey for EAP
 at https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/EAP%Survey.pdf.

 F. Bernault, ‘Suitcases and the poetics of oddities: writing history from disorderly archives’, History in Africa,
 (), –.

 In the case of some postcolonial societies, important progress has been made, see, for Uganda, D. R. Peterson,
‘States of Mind: Political History and the Rwenzururu Kingdom in Western Uganda’, in D. R. Peterson and
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to preserve the archives themselves. Thus the case that was recently made for Nigeria’s
Biafra state archives by Samuel Fury Childs Daly — ‘Those who study contemporary
African history seldom have the luxury of working in a formal archive, state or otherwise’ —
is certainly wrong when it comes to many other West African post-independence archives,
although it is true that work in those archives is a hard task, and that the idea of ‘luxury’ rarely
arises.

In my view, the lack of engagement with these new sources also has to do with the fun-
damental difficulty of writing post-independence histories of African societies, and with the
massive lack thereof. More than fifty years after the historical period, historians still seem
to be undecided as to how they want to address the history of African societies in the early
post-independence years. Recently, interest in the transition as a social history at all levels
of the societies in question has rather receded. The political history of the transition process
is still frequently studied as a kind of ‘late imperial history’, which normally ends with inde-
pendence, and is challenged as an approach by historians of Africa. Even recent studies in
African history that combine political history with an intellectual history of political con-
cepts in the late colonial period do not really pursue these questions into the period after
independence.

In addition, paradoxically, historians also seem to struggle with regard to the ‘right
themes’ to discuss. The social history of decolonisation remains a marginal issue, with
the possible exception of the social impact of huge infrastructure projects, and the emer-
gence of a new generation of experts. Even so, for West Africa, the principal studies of
this type are focused on a very narrow range of countries, in particular on Ghana.

Discussions of the political mobilisation of a new African elite in the late colonial period
tend to end with independence. Socioeconomic problems, including the essential issue
of taxation as a social practice and a practice of local rule, have also rarely been the subject
of more profound analysis going beyond independence. I therefore hope to contribute
both to the opening of a more practical path for making use of existing archives, and to

G. Macola (eds.), Recasting the Past: History Writing and Political Work in Modern Africa (Athens, OH,
), –.

 G. Mann, ‘Dust to dust: a user’s guide to local archives in Mali’, History in Africa,  (), –.
 S. F. Childs Daly, ‘Research note: archival research in Africa’, African Affairs, : (), –, .
 S. Ellis, ‘Writing histories of contemporary Africa’, The Journal of African History, : (), –.
 This is the case, for example, in M. Thomas, Fight or Flight? Britain, France, and Their Roads from Empire

(Oxford, New York, ).
 F. Cooper, Citizenship between Empire and Nation: Remaking France and French Africa, –

(Princeton, ).
 K. Skinner, ‘Who knew the minds of the people? Specialist knowledge and developmentalist authoritarianism

in postcolonial Ghana’, Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, : (), –; see also
S. F. Miescher, ‘‘Nkrumah’s Baby’: the Akosombo Dam and the dream of development in Ghana, –
’, Water History, : (), –; S. F. Miescher, ‘Building the city of the future: visions and
experiences of modernity in Ghana’s Akosombo Township’, The Journal of African History, : (),
–.

 Representative of this problem is K. Skinner, The Fruits of Freedom in British Togoland: Literacy, Politics, and
Nationalism, – (New York, ).

 Mainly for the colonial period (and former British colonies), see L. A. Gardner, Taxing Colonial Africa: The
Political Economy of British Imperialism (Oxford, ), –.
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leading social historical analysis into the study of the first decade of the independent West
African societies after .

CONTINUITIES IN INSTITUTIONAL THINKING: CRITICIZING
CONTINUITIES AT THE TOP LEVEL

Reflections of the political elite on continuity and change from late colonialism onwards
were important in the aftermath of the events of . The politicians, administrators,
and trade union leaders who formed the new political elite after independence were now
trying to draw conclusions from Dahomey’s sociopolitical experiences after . The
activity of this elite was also informed by a more general sense of alarm. Social unrest
and social conflict had been among the motors of regime change in / in various
African societies, with trade unions and youth movements taking a leading role during
the ‘Trois Glorieuses’ riots that led to the fall of the Fulbert Youlou regime in
Congo-Brazzaville in August , and likewise played a role in the regime change in
Togo and the attempted overthrow of the regime in Gabon. In , these events
were not yet interpreted in Dahomey as part of a single wave of regime instability, but
local elites became aware of the possibility of further violent falls of governments to
come. At the same time, Dahomean union leaders had rather loudly formulated their
aspirations for a substantial rise in wages in all sectors, and most notably public service.
This activity was sufficiently aggressive that the most attentive observers of local policies,
the French representatives, claimed that the demands and protests could lead to a new
phase of destabilisation, this time hitting the new regime.

On  March , Justin Ahomadegbé, already a veteran of late colonial and post-
colonial Dahomey’s political battles, now recently installed as president of the council
after Christophe Soglo’s military coup against the regime of Hubert Maga, had a long dis-
cussion with a delegation of leading trade unionists of the Confédération Générale des
Travailleurs du Dahomey (CGTD). This was a critical moment of trade union activity,
as the landscape of unions redefined itself after the end of Maga’s regime, leading to
new expectations and hopes, as Craig Phelan has rightly pointed out. Ahomadegbé
was well-placed to be an outstanding observer of these trends at the top level. In the late
s, during a practically unknown episode that triggered the first French security inter-
vention in a decolonising territory aside from the very particular case of Cameroun — he
had experienced, and personally experimented with, the power of workers’ mobilisation.

Notably, in April , Ahomadegbé’s UDD joined the trade unions affiliated to the Union
Générale des Travailleurs d’Afrique Noire (UGTAN) to protest against the electoral victory
of the Parti Progressiste Dahoméen (PPD) in Dahomey. Although the activity was

 Blum, Révolutions, –, ; F. Bernault, Démocraties Ambiguës: Congo-Brazzaville, Gabon: –
(Paris, ).

 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Telegram from Vial to French Foreign Ministry, Directorate of African and
Malagasy Affairs (n° /),  Dec. .

 C. Phelan, ‘Trade unions and ‘responsible participation’: Dahomey, –’, Labor History, : (),
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unsuccessful in the end, it showed the potential of such mobilisation in Dahomey’s urban
centres in the south.

The secret minutes of the March  meeting are a key document in understanding
views from the top level on continuities in Dahomean politics. While Saturnin Ahounou,
Oscar Lalou, Jean-Pierre Agbahazou, and their CGTD colleagues hoped to get
Ahomadegbé’s support against the existence of rival unions and against the government’s
plan for massive cuts in the public sector, the president complained about the continuities
of thought that were, in his view, so characteristic of Dahomean trade unionism, but also
of national and regional politics:

The President used a proverb in Fon, ‘yandégnigan’, and speaks about his politics of ‘cards on the
table’; your outmoded formula, those Russian imperialisms, and French, and others; you should
learn to guarantee that we leave these issues for good: numbers and words.
We do not have a public income of  billion [francs CFA] in Dahomey; Dahomey cannot produce
more than  billion, but you, on the contrary, you spend  billion, to live more or less in a correct
manner. Thus, we will have to find three billion!
Hence the situation. If you are conscious of the facts, you will not speak of  per cents, of min-
imum salaries, and of divisions. I offer you the language of truth, as a compatriot who is aware of
the true state of the nation.

Ahomadegbé insisted, and this was intended as a criticism, that the trade union militants
had completely failed to understand the ‘new times’. The rhetoric, the terminology, every-
thing was wrong, the president of the council claimed. Those were remnants from the time
when the ‘whites’ ruled:

It is you who called me and forced my gate. There is not even a need for a trade union, because
there is no working class here; the trade union has its reason from the time of the whites who
now lie in wait for you, and pour oil on the fire. Your histories of unions are ridiculous.

Thus, a principal observation — or accusation — from the president of the council’s part
was that a high proportion of the country’s elites failed to understand that colonial rule
was actually over. They were just continuing, in their political language as well as in
their principal demands and expectations, a ‘late colonial style’. This was unhelpful for
any conceivable kind of political and social modernisation:

You talk as if you were speaking to Bonfils [a principal French governor of the s]! But this is
an Ahomadegbé, descendent of Tomêtin, thus an authentic Dahomean!

This observation was all the more remarkable as members of Dahomey’s southern urban
elite, including those who were more closely linked to networks around the French
embassy, had a tendency to regard Ahomadegbé as an old-style politician of the colonial

 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Tirant, French High Commissioner of Dahomey, to Raymond Janot,
Secretary-General of the Communauté, and Pierre Messmer, High Commissioner of French West Africa, 
April , ; MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Raynaud, District Commissioner (Commandant de Cercle) of
Ouidah, to Tirant,  April .

 ANB, PR, , Secretariat-General of the Government of Dahomey, Procès-Verbal de la Rencontre avec les
Syndicats [March ], .
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period, as someone who resembled much more strongly a paramount chief than someone
used to democratic electoral systems. At best, those observers commented, one could say
that Ahomadegbé was ‘more comfortable at village celebrations than at the cocktail parties
of an All-Paris style’. Even so, what is more important for my discussion is that the presi-
dent of the council demanded restraint and a break with late colonial customs regarding
the use of public budgets. Indeed, from independence to  the crisis of those budgets
had massively worsened. This disaster seemed to have gone unnoticed by many interest
groups in Dahomean society. Continuities in spending from the late colonial period consti-
tuted a significant problem. French reluctance to pay subsidies after the  coup d’état
and the imprisonment of Maga aggravated this crisis; Ahomadegbé calculated with budget
cuts of  per cent. The trade unions leaders were invited to behave accordingly.

The attack against continuities in thinking, so dramatically pronounced by
Ahomadegbé, impressed the trade union delegates. It was difficult for the union personnel
to argue against the accusation of the continuation of a colonial mindset. But this pattern
of continuities, as denounced by an impressive survivor of the turbulent first years of post-
colonial Dahomean politics, need not necessarily be sought only at the top level and in
terms of labour institutions or political leadership. Beyond the few larger industries and
the public sector, notions of continuity of perceptions and behaviour also existed in the
rural context.

REGIONAL-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS: CONTINUITIES AND
MEMORIES OF LOCAL POPULATIONS AS AN OBSTACLE

By , a year before the dénouement of the Maga government through Christophe
Soglo’s coup d’état, various Dahomean leaders had shared their frustrations with the
French high representative in Cotonou. The principal notion was that one could not
trust local populations regarding their work ethic. Dahomean politicians commented
that ‘their citizens had hastily admitted that Independence meant the end of any kind of
constraint and that, notably, the need to work was to disappear with the colonial regime.
The candidates had not refrained from campaigning on that theme at the  elections.’
Now, however, the political elite of the unity party, the PDU, proclaimed once again the
importance of work; ‘work’ even became a mythical watchword, and the object of a four-
year plan.

These debates followed a frantic discussion on the future of agriculture and attempts at
implementing alleged agricultural innovation, which had dominated the south of

 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Guy Georgy, French Ambassador in Dahomey, to French Foreign Ministry,
Directorate of African and Malagasy Affairs (n° /DAM/A/MAE/S),  June , –.

 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Georgy to French Foreign Ministry, Directorate of African and Malagasy
Affairs (n° /DAM/A/MAE/S),  October , –.

 ANB, PR, , Secretariat-General of the Government of Dahomey, Procès-Verbal [March ], .
 This is reflected in MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Georgy to French Foreign Ministry, Directorate of African

and Malagasy Affairs (n° /DAM/A/MAE/S),  April , .
 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Jacques-Bernard Dupont, French Ambassador at Cotonou, to Couve de

Murville (n° /SE),  August , .
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Dahomey in particular in the s. During the years of transition between  and ,
‘modernisation’ projects at all levels were at an all-time high. Agricultural processes were to
be changed and eventually mechanized, focusing both on the former colony’s classic produc-
tion specialty of palm products and on the expansion of food agriculture, such as for rice.
Agrarian reform was initially left in the hands of the remaining French officials, who, as
‘experts’ with longstanding experience on the ground, were regarded as the principal agents
of change. However, after  this sector, like other parts of the administration, was about
to be ‘africanized’, with the introduction of a number of new, Dahomean, mid-level agents.

The Porto-Novo region is an illustrative example for the ‘difficulties’ created by local
populations believing that the more recent practices of agricultural organisation repre-
sented continuity with older experiences under colonial rule, and in particular with its
repressive routines. A. Colombani, district commissioner (commandant de cercle) of the
Porto-Novo district at the end of the colonial period, was the first to be used as an agricul-
tural reform expert. Colombani was aware very early on, by late , of the financial
difficulties that many of the districts would face in the near future. He recommended reli-
ance on an important concept of late colonial agricultural policy: the creation of rural
cooperatives, seen as the main lever for encouraging ‘uncivilized’ peasants to produce in
more rational ways, to their own and the territory’s benefit. Under the conditions of
an autonomous Dahomean government, Colombani’s tone did not necessarily reproduce
the negative, racist mainstream thought that still dominated the discourse of the late colo-
nial period; rather, the official gave a paternalistic description of the peasants of the
Porto-Novo district as intelligent and strategic. The main problem the administrator iden-
tified was that local agriculturalists felt no need to expand their range of production.

Nothing would advance in that direction if the peasants in question were not forced
into cooperatives they did not wish to have. Thus, the logic of coercion, so characteristic
of colonial structures and processes, was once again presented as a necessary measure.
Indeed, local peasants were easily antagonized by what they regarded as the coercive ele-

ments of these experiences. In  and , Pierre Gbénou had the task of travelling
through the district of Porto-Novo to persuade local peasants to ultimately accept their
integration into local cooperatives. His reports and correspondence are an important
source to qualify Colombani’s interpretations. Indeed, they point to a number of perceived
continuities that are at the heart of the problems. Gbénou’s experiences — which need to

 D. Machioudi, ‘Développement et mise en valeur des plantations de palmier à huile au Dahomey’, Cahiers
d’Etudes Africaines, : (), –.

 ANB, E./, A. Colombani to Minister of Agriculture and Rural Action of Dahomey (n° ), 

November , –.
 Such ‘experts’ built the argument on transforming the sociétés de prévoyance introduced in the s and

solidified in the s into a Société Mutuelle de Développement Rural (SMDR), created by a  decree,
and then inviting the local communities to take the SMDR help and expertise to form local cooperatives.
On the earlier structure under colonialism, see G. Mann and J. I. Guyer, ‘Imposing a guide on the
indigène: the fifty-year experience of the Sociétés de Prévoyance in French West and Equatorial Africa’, in
E. Stiansen and J. I. Guyer (eds.), Credit, Currencies, and Culture: African Financial Institutions in
Historical Perspective (Uppsala, ), –.

 ANB, E./, A. Colombani, District Commissioner of Porto-Novo, to Ministry of Agriculture & Rural
Action of Dahomey, a.s. Cooperatives de Village. (n° ),  November , –.

 Ibid. –.
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be read as comments by a Dahomean official who wished to show his worth, but who held
a genuine concern for the worries of the rural populations — make it clear that the resist-
ance of local agriculturalists to cooperatives and new products was not simply fear of the
unknown. In March , some rural populations such as in Yokon and Zonguè in
Adjohoun subdivision, and in Sado in Banlieue subdivision, responded positively in prin-
ciple both to the cooperatives project and to propositions regarding new plants.

However, many others were fundamentally hostile. As in the case of Gbada (in
Adjohoun subdivision), local peasants informed the official that they saw in the coopera-
tives a clear element of forced labour. The rejection of collective agriculture in large parts
of the Porto-Novo district was thus justified by dramatic historical experiences of coerced
labour and violence connected thereto — and little could be done in these cases in the fol-
lowing years to make the idea of the cooperatives work.

For the Abomey district, these tensions are more difficult to find but were equally pre-
sent. Local political representatives warned against possible resistance by the end of the
colonial period, and it was once again Justin Ahomadegbé, then a territorial councillor
of that district, who pointed to the sense of continuities, although this time on the part
of frightened peasants. In the Abomey region, Ahomadegbé claimed, the local memory
of collective labour as coerced labour was too strong. Any reliance on agricultural coop-
eratives in the classic, late colonial tradition would therefore be unacceptable to these
rural populations. The only way to change the dynamics of the situation was, according
to Ahomadegbé, to link the idea of cooperatives to older, and ultimately precolonial, forms
of rural cooperation. He specifically discussed the image of the donkpè societies. Only
such a positive connection would make the cooperatives initiative palatable. Recourse
to the traumatic past with regard to peasants’ experiences and their resistance to collective
fields was also made in the arguments used against important figures of the Soglo regime in
. Such was the case of General Philippe Aho, subsequently put on trial for the illegal
confiscation of villagers’ fields.

The continuity hypothesis and the criticism linked to it was thus not only formulated by
top-level politicians and directed against officials from trade unions and similar institutions
formed in the late colonial period. Local peasants in southern Dahomey also feared the
possible dangerous heritage of colonial coercion; by , reports from the Abomey region

 ANB, R/, Pierre Gbénou, Controller of the Cooperatives of Porto-Novo, to Ministry of Agriculture of
Dahomey, Directorate of Rural Action, Rapport Mensuel,  March , .

 ANB, R/, Pierre Gbénou, Rapport Mensuel,  December .
 APA-BEN, Dossier «  Taxe Cercle T/ », Pierre Gau, Administrator of Central Subdivision of Abomey,

[Réunion du Conseil des Notables de la Subdivision d’Abomey], March , .
 See also B. C. Codo, ‘Les associations de classe d’âge (les donkpè) dans l’ancien royaume du Danxomè et leurs

mutations sous la colonisation’, in Hélène Almeida-Topor et al. (eds.), Les jeunes en Afrique, vol.  (Paris,
), –.

 APA-BEN, Dossier «  Taxe Cercle T/ », Pierre Gau, [Réunion . . .], March , .
 ANB, PR, , Kouandété, Commandant of Bataillon (signed by Captain Coffi, Lieutenant Glélé,

Under-Lieutenant Béhéton, Adjudant-Chef Do Rego), Commission of Inquiry of Comité Militaire de
Vigilance, Rapport du chef de bataillon Kouandété, Président de la Commission d’enquête envoyée par le
Comité Militaire de Vigilance à Setto, Sous-Préfecture d’Abomey, sur les dommages agricoles, causés à un
groupe de paysans de la région de Setto, par le Colonel Philippe Aho, Ministre de l’Intérieur et de la
Sécurité (n° /C.M.V.),  June .
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demonstrated that the resistance to collective fields had not waned at all. Local officials
tried to admonish the rural populations that this was no longer the ‘time of the French’,
in which resistance was ultimately justifiable, but a new period in which the villagers
had to take part in the effort. However, it was perhaps not the best strategy to proclaim
that ‘[t]he recalcitrant individuals, the obstructers [. . .] will be arrested and sent and sent
[sic] to the North to work on fields reserved for the bad citizens’ — a comment that,
once again, was reminiscent of colonial forced labour! On the subject of taxation and
its failure at the local level, this connection was likely even stronger.

FAILURES TO IMPROVE THE TAX BASE LOCALLY: THE CONTINUITIES
OF LOCAL RESISTANCE AND DESPAIRING AUTHORITIES

Resistance — in the broadest sense of the word — to taxation had a long tradition in
southern Dahomey. In the s and s, episodes of tax resistance led to repression
and the imprisonment of local leaders. Shortly before the Second World War, tax levels
remained notorious in the Porto-Novo district— they were regretted by colonial officials,
and provoked resistance.

Insufficient budgets had been the principal cause of risky tax politics — risky because
they led to discontent and local reactions — but in the s modifications caused further
problems and mobilized dangerous memories. In , the council of dignitaries of the
Abomey district exempted women from the district tax, thus halving the available
resources for road maintenance. The council advocated for the introduction of communal
labour, making the rural communities liable for organizing road maintenance locally. First
experiments with such a policy, with diverse results, also showed that villagers acknowl-
edged these practices as a new form of classic colonial forced labour, in which the roads
had been the principal field of coercion. ‘There we have it, the really big problem’, the
administrator of the subdivision held, while Ahomadegbé, as territorial councillor, warned
against the connection to forced labour.

With late colonial strategies shifting costs and responsibility for welfare to African
regional leaders, French credits and support programmes in Dahomey dried up after the
granting of semi-autonomy in . Under the autonomous government of Hubert
Maga budgets were already highly unstable, and at the end of colonial rule in , the
Maga government voted in favour of the first austerity package, leading to a massive

 APA-BEN, Dossier « Impôts  », Paul Dagniho, as writer of the report, and Fébron Bah, President of the
Commission, Rapport de la Commission itinérante de propagandes civiques dans la Sous-Préfecture
d’Abomey,  November , .

 B. Brunet-La Ruche, ‘‘Crime et châtiment aux colonies’: poursuivre, juger, sanctionner au Dahomey de  à
’ (unpublished PhD dissertation, Université Toulouse II, ), –, , –.

 Archives Nationales d’Outre-Mer, Aix-en-Provence, France (ANOM), Fonds Roger Peperty, APOM/,
Peperty, Administrateur de la Subdivision de Porto-Novo, Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Régime des
Travaux Effectués sur les Crédits de la Taxe Additionnelle remplaçant les Prestations. [].

 APA-BEN, Dossier «  Taxe Cercle T/ », Pierre Gau, [Réunion . . .], March , .
 Ibid. –.
 F. Cooper, Decolonization and African society: The Labor Question in French and British Africa (Cambridge
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increase in direct taxes. However, by , the French observers of the High
Representation (Fr. Haute-Représentation, later Ambassade) — stereotyping Dahomean
society but accurate in intuiting the difficulties of the Maga regime — decided that the
Dahomean state’s tax basis was entirely insufficient. The government would need harsher
tax measures, including the taxation of female household members, which was regarded as
an extremely unpopular measure. In this context, local authorities attempted to down-
play the effects, and taxpayers demonstrated against the measures.
In the Abomey district, the transition of taxation from the French administration to a

new generation of Dahomean fiscal employees and village chiefs was very difficult. From
the start, there was proof of tax officials benefiting their families and partners. In
other cases — since the region of Abomey was a UDD stronghold — local tax collection
was used to co-finance the dominant party, as investigators found. However, individual
enrichment combined with patronage in the local context was another phenomenon, and
difficult to distinguish from the first.
In the village of Hounto, in May , the village chief warned against local resistance

over the methods of registration. Villagers were angry about the repeated failure to remove
the deceased, invalids, and emigrants from the lists of taxpayers, whose contributions had
to be paid for by their families. Residents went into hiding during the tax exercise, and this
directly hit the rural region, where financial means were too scarce to improve the system of
wells. The regional administrators complained that the system of registration, without
nominal local tax register, allowed village dignitaries and local alliances to commit all
kinds of abuses. In various cases, taxpayers’ contributions disappeared into the pockets
of local chiefs. In November , the administrator of the central subdivision of Abomey,
Maurice Pernon, received a letter of complaint from Camille Behanzin, paramount chief of
Allahé, and dignitaries from the village of Attogouin about the local chief who was accused
of having stolen the money of the villagers. His son, acting chief in , confessed to
having used this money for ‘fetish rituals’; he was arrested and imprisoned, but the admin-
istration commented that this was a more general problem. The district authorities com-
plained that the only dignitaries imprisoned were ‘old men’, who had themselves paid their
taxes and were now held responsible for crimes they had not committed, whereas wider
sanctions were complicated to implement. By the end of , tax collection remained

 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Telegram from Tirant to Bonfils (n° ),  August , .
 MAE, DAM, Dahomey, , Jacques-Bernard Dupont, French Ambassador in Cotonou, to Couve de

Murville (n° /SE),  August , .
 APA-BEN, Dossier « Taxes Mode de Perception D/Taxes » (henceforth TMP-D/T), B. Aniambossou,

Controller of Direct Contributions, to Director of Direct Contributions in Cotonou (n° /C.D.-), 
February .

 APA-BEN, TMP-D/T, Pernon, Administrator of Central Subdivision of Abomey, Procès-Verbal, –.
 APA-BEN, TMP-D/T, Augustin Nagnonhou, for the representatives of the Village of Hounto, traditional

district (canton) of Sinhoué, to Administrator of Central Subdivision of Abomey, Demande de recensement
et de dégrèvement. (n° ),  May .

 APA-BEN, Dossier TMP-D/T, Malfettes, District Administrator of Abomey, to Secretary of State for Finances
of Dahomey (n° /CA.),  September , .

 APA-BEN, TMP-D/T, Pernon, Procès-Verbal.
 APA-BEN, TMP-D/T, Pernon to Malfettes (n° /SC),  November .
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nowhere near the targeted  per cent of imposable sums. A number of local chiefs who
remained in this transition period the principal partners of the tax administration failed to
demonstrate much engagement with that role, even though the chiefs of the ‘traditional dis-
tricts’ (or cantons) received a portion of the collected sum as an incentive. It would seem
that the fear of local political unrest was great enough to stifle the motivation of the local
dignitaries. Tindji, for example, was a hotbed of such local uproar.

The troubles around taxes did not disappear. On the contrary, the vote on new taxes in
, the so-called departmental taxes, led to an ever stronger wave of tax refusal within
and beyond the Abomey region. Local deputies were unwilling to support unpopular mea-
sures publicly, and this situation was in Abomey’s case exacerbated by the UDD’s role in
the opposition (and as a clandestine movement some months later) from its break with the
Maga government onwards, although local perspectives prevailed in the matter.
Exasperated, the prefect of the region called on the politicians to change ‘absurd’ local atti-
tudes. But the politicians in question did not give such support. The imprisonment of
Justin Ahomadegbé between May  and November  aggravated the political situ-
ation in the former UDD stronghold that was the Abomey region.

In January , more than half of the inhabitants of the village of Avlamé refused to
pay their taxes, with the members of the banned UDD led by Sikatanon Agbahon at the
forefront; protestors in the region regarded the fact that the provincial authorities only
dared put this leader under arrest for a single night to be a victory. At the same time,
however, the local vice-president of the unity party, PDU, one Azongnidjè, forced the vil-
lage chief, Gbogbanou Aouèdo, to hand over  per cent of the taxes obtained in the name
of the regional deputy in parliament. The vice-president was later accused of having kept the
money for himself. In Zêko, in the canton of Tindji, a number of locals similarly refused to
pay their taxes, and organized tax resistance on the public works site of Dan-Lallo. Some
other village chiefs sent lists of tax resisters to the regional authorities, which often inter-
mixed local conflicts and observations on tax refusals.

The report by an Itinerant Commission of Civic Propaganda, a body of parliamentary
deputies of the Abomey Region specifically created to understand the problems of tax col-
lection, contains important comments on the situation. In their speeches in the region, the
members of the commission insisted on the restoration of unity, and on higher taxes with a

 APA-BEN, TMP-D/T, Malfettes, District Administrator of Abomey, to Minister of Finances of Dahomey (n°
/CA.),  December .

 APA-BEN, TMP-D/T, Pernon to Chief of Traditional District (canton) of Tindji (n° (SC)),  December
.

 APA-BEN, Dossier « Impôts », Jacques Allusson, Acting Prefect of the Department of Centre/Zou, to
Councillor-General (Deputy) of Abomey (n° /Dpt.C.),  March .

 Historical debate on Ahomadegbé and repression of the UDD in / is extremely weak, see Keese,
‘Lessons’, .

 APA-BEN, Dossier « Taxe Civique  », Gbogbanou Aouèdo, Village Chief of Avlamé c/ Zogbodomé, to
Sub-Prefect of Abomey, January , –.

 Ibid. .
 APA-BEN, Dossier « Taxe Civique  », Nougloï, Village Chief of Zêko, Canton of Tindji, Subdivision of

Abomey, to Sub-Prefect of Abomey,  January .
 See, e.g., APA-BEN, Dossier « Taxe Civique  », Jean Hanguilo, Village Chief of Huélou, canton of

Zindji, to Sub-Prefect of Abomey,  February , .
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view to creating local infrastructure and welfare. Commission members regarded the
colonial past as a powerful tool for encouraging local populations to take part in the public
effort:

The whites are no longer in command. They have left for their country. We are independent, and
we, the Africans, we rule over ourselves. At our head, we have placed President Maga who holds
all the powers. The schools, the hospitals, the maternités [maternity clinics], the postal services etc.
all these services continue to function, to work regularly like in the times of the whites. You know
that they, when they left, took their money with them. You should also know that the Whites, the
French, are hard workers . . .. They have become very rich. It is with that money that they keep
their country up, a country that has become so beautiful. They had surplus money which they
spent on our country at the time when they ruled over us.

But the commission also used colonial memories of violence to intimidate the locals into
paying the taxes. They conjured the image of the ‘native guards’, the principal task force
of the colonial administration during tax collection, brutalizing the villagers. This was
linked to the idea of male villagers losing their dignity in the eyes of their wives in such
moments of corporal punishment, saying that ‘[y]our wives will no longer respect you if
you get beaten by the guards before paying your civic taxes’. Commission members
claimed that local populations were afterwards responding enthusiastically to the tax exer-
cise and that evoking the option of violence had been quite effective. Both claims were
overly optimistic. Even after the downfall of the Maga regime, in December , the
Controller of Taxes at Bohicon complained about widespread fraud and evasion. And
under the rule of Christophe Soglo, the difficult financial situation of regions such as
Abomey led to the introduction of new taxes once again, for example on oil pumps and
use of public domains, which only added to the recalcitrance of local populations.

The resistance to local tax obligations remained vigorous long after the end of post-
independence party politics and the installation of authoritarian rule in Dahomey. One
documented case is that of the villages of Savi Houéton and Dékouènou in the urban dis-
trict of Ouidah: in , inhabitants of both villages threatened the tax collectors with
hatchets and made them withdraw. The Council of the Revolution (CCR) made it clear
that this was by no means an isolated case: ‘We have to note that the population of our
urban district tends to think that Revolution means disorder and anarchy’, council mem-
bers claimed with regard to the tax problem. Accusations of local politicians pocketing a
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portion of the collected taxes, such as in the case of Adjahoumê, also remained a common
phenomenon. Thus tax evasion continued along paths reminiscent of the colonial situ-
ation. Yet by , the comparison with colonial conditions no longer featured in the
local and national rhetoric on the issue.

CONCLUSION

With Dahomean independence leading to a complicated democratic system and the first
experience of more sustained repression by , reference to the colonial past was
made on frequent occasions, and at different levels of interpretation. Political leaders
invoked the colonial past to admonish trade union officials about their ‘outmoded’ view
of politics; peasants saw it as a dangerous heritage and feared a return to coercive models
of forced agriculture; local politicians and officials used it as a warning in calling for more
‘traditional’ forms of collective work; in speeches by members of the new political elite, it
was employed to justify worsening economic and tax conditions; and it revealed a past of
successful evasion measures to villagers who refused to pay their contributions to the
regional administration.
The argument was very powerful. Trade union leaders who negotiated with Justin

Ahomadegbé, rehabilitated and again in a prominent position in the country, could not
simply brush away the accusation of behaving ‘like in colonial times’. It was quite clear
for them whose interests they normally had to defend — the wage workers, especially
those in the public sector, whose salaries were threatened by a  per cent cut and
worse measures to come — but the claim made by the president of the council, that
they were not adapting to postcolonial times but rather maintaining the style of colonial
trade unions, was a brilliant means of silencing them. The unions only found their old vig-
our again in the late phase of the Soglo regime, in , under different conditions.
Mentioning colonial politics and their continuity in the first years after independence

was also a mighty argument in the context of rural life. Politicians and administrators of
the nationalist generation of the s were afraid of being accused of sympathizing
with coercive labour methods, as colonial forced labour had been, until , a principal
point of local scorn and mobilisation. This made rural policies such as of cooperatives diffi-
cult, as those effectively prolonged late colonial models. They could be linked to remem-
brance of colonial policies of expropriation and land confiscation — which was a
worrying problem.
With regard to taxation, the issue was yet more complicated, as the postcolonial admin-

istrations needed taxes, and even more taxes than the colonizers had demanded from
Dahomean populations after the Second World War. Unlike with collective land schemes,
which could be cast in a precolonial light with reference to the donkpè societies, the only
choice here for the administration was to find a positive argument for the colonial model,
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and to point to the importance of tax for infrastructure, in a logic that went back to the late
colonial period.
The degree of arguing with recourse to the past needs to be neatly separated from the

level of perceptions of that colonial past. Thus, for trade union officials, the s had cer-
tainly been a kind of golden age in social terms, a period when their work was most
respected (in spite of all the clashes with the late colonial administration) and the function
of the union was unchallenged. Rural populations, on the other hand, knew very well what
they had lived through in terms of coercion under the collective agriculture schemes of
colonial rule, and were ready and able to mobilize resistance against any renaissance
of such policies. The opposite was true concerning taxation, for which the colonial years
of successful tax evasion hinted at future possibilities of tax resistance: those who had
been able to defend themselves against the violence of the colonial ‘native guards’, certainly
stood a chance of coping with the Dahomean local police, whose status was held to be
much weaker.
Studying this continuity is compelling, the individual cases also tell us a lot as far as the

potential of the formerly unknown, regional, and national post-independence archives are
concerned. It is clear that for Dahomey/Benin — as for Ghana and other West African
countries, where equally rich and equally untapped postcolonial archives exist — the inter-
pretation of such archival holdings leads us to particular regions and issues of conflict. For
other regions for which archival evidence is more difficult to find, a more profound discus-
sion is still possible on the basis of further field interviews — that is, where the memories of
local informants have not been supplanted and distorted (like in the case of Benin) by the
‘instability’ of the first twelve years after independence, the very particular type of repressive
rule after , and the turbulence of democratic transition and ambiguous experiences with
democratic rule after .
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